Champion SDMC Minutes Re-Cap School Uniform Policy and Chromebook Care

To: Benjamin Hernandez
From: Gerrol Johnson
Dates: April 29, 2022

Attendees:

• Gerrol Johnson
• John Cerda
• Lakesha Darden (SPED) Teacher
• April Ortiz (Parent)
• Eva Calvillo (Secretary)
• Alma Martinez (Parent)

Purpose:
*The purpose of the meeting was to evaluate the student uniform policy: Mr. Johnson discussed the current uniform policy.
*Uniform pants: Jeans blue, black, no holes. Khaki pants blue, black or tan
*Uniform Shirt: Logo T-Shirt, Collared Shirt with logo
*Hoodies: Blue, Black, Gray or Red. Must have a zipper. Logo not larger than a quarter
*VILS device must accompany the uniform
*School ID must be every day
*Tennis shoes or dress shoes only. No slides or crocs

Device Care: HISD has approved a 25.00 fee that all parents will pay at the beginning of the year
*Students/Parents are required to bring the Samsung Chromebook every day.
*Students/Parents are required to follow the district guidelines regarding approved cites instruction and collaboration
*Students/Parents are responsible for the care of the Chromebook. The Chromebook must stay in the protective pouch
* Students/Parents are required to charge the device every night before coming to school
*HISD has created disciplinary actions regarding technology. The disciplinary actions are ranked from Level one -Level 4. Students that violate the district technology policy will receive a consequence. The policies are non-negotiable.

Questions: Questions were posed and answered. The final uniform policy will be added to the campus website and posted on social media outlets: Parents will be given additional information during the device return period.